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Abstract—The effect of metal thickness on the quality
factor of the integrated spiral inductor is investigated in this
m were
paper. The inductors with metal thicknesses of
fabricated on the standard silicon substrate of
cm
in resistivity by using thick-metal surface micromachining technology. The fabricated inductors were measured at GHz ranges
to extract their major parameters ( -factor, inductance, and
resistance). From the experimental analysis assisted by FEM
simulation, we first reported that the metal thickness’ effect on the
-factor strongly depends on the innermost turn diameter of the
spiral inductor, so that it is possible to improve -factors further
by increasing the metal thickness beyond 10 m.
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I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, as the demand for smaller and more capable communication systems grows, radio frequency
integrated circuits (RF ICs) require high performance passive
components as an integrated form to reduce the total system
size and assembly cost. Among the passive components, the
inductor is a key in RF ICs since it is crucial for handling
high-frequency signals. Because the performance of the inductor can determine that of RF ICs [1]–[4], an integrated
inductor with high performance is vital. However, common
integrated inductors in RF ICs have suffered from their poor
performance stemming from the ohmic loss of the thin metal
line in the standard CMOS process and the substrate loss in
lossy silicon at high frequency. Increasing the metal thickness
is the most efficient way currently known to increase the
-factor in the -rising region where the frequency is below
the maximum -factor point. From this perspective, several
methods have been tested in order to increase metal thickness,
such as using electroplating [5]–[7] or using multi metal layers
[8]. Consequently, people want to know what the optimum
metal thickness is, if any, since there are limiting factors like
skin-depth and proximity (eddy current induced) effects in GHz
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ranges. So far, the effect of metal thickness to the -factor has
been investigated mostly in a metal thickness range of a few
microns [9], [10]. Some have reported that the saturation of
the -factor occurs at a metal thickness of around ten microns
[6], [11], where the results have been explained only by the
skin-depth effect.
In this paper, inductors with a wide metal thickness range
m and an explicitly different innermost turn diameter (100 and 240 m) have been fabricated and characterized to
show that the metal thickness effect to the -factor is strongly
dependent on the innermost turn diameter. This tendency has
been interpreted by both skin-depth and proximity effects and
verified by FEM simulation using HFSS. Consequently, we have
shown that it is possible to improve the -factors further by increasing metal thickness beyond 10 m.
II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION
Two types of inductor were chosen for the experiment with
, of 240 m for type 1 and
the innermost turn diameter:
100 m for type 2, respectively. The metal width (20 m), space
(15 m), and outmost turn diameter (380 m) have been equally
used in type 1 and 2 inductors. The number of turns is 3 for
type 1 and 5 for type 2. The expected inductances are 5 nH for
type 1 and 6.5 nH for type 2, respectively, at a metal thickness
of 10 m [12].
Thick-metal surface micromachining technology was chosen
for the fabrication of the inductors [7], [13] since the process
consists of copper electroplating and thick photoresist lithography for fabricating very thick suspended metal line. The two
inductor types were suspended at 25 m on the oxide-passivated
cm resistivity, where the
standard silicon substrate of
oxide thickness was 7 m.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The fabricated inductors were measured at the frequency
range from 1 GHz to 5 GHz using the HP8510 network
analyzer and the Cascade Microtech probe station with GSG
probes and short-open-load-through (SOLT) calibration. Small
m, 35 m for skating side) for probing have
pads (
been used so that the pad de-embedding has not been carried
out. The -factor has been extracted from the measured
parameters using the following equation, which is
2-port
proportional to the frequency, , and the series inductance, ,
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Fig. 1. Measured Q-factor and the inductance of the (a) type 1 inductor (D
figures refer to the metal thickness).

and is inversely proportional to the series resistance,
-rising frequency region

= 240 m) and type 2 inductor (D
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= 100 m) (the described numbers in the

, at the

(1)

Fig. 1 shows the measured -factor and inductance of the
type 1 and type 2 inductors; the -factor of the type 1 inductor
of 240 m) increases beyond the metal thickness of 10 m,
(
of 100 m) saturates
whereas that of the type 2 inductor (
at a metal thickness of around 10 m. Note that the increase in
metal thickness decreases inductance due to the reduction of the
magnetic field outside of the metal line [9], [12].
The result shown in Fig. 1(a) is very interesting since previous
works reported that the -factor did not increase beyond a metal
thickness of 10 m [6], [11], where the results were explained
by a simple microstrip line model in which a metal ground exists
at the backside of the substrate so that the current is confined at
the bottom of the inductor line [9]. However, the microstrip line
model is not suitable since the integrated inductor in RF ICs may
not have the metal ground at the back side of the substrate [14],
and even if it has the metal ground, the width of the inductor line
is much smaller than the substrate thickness. In other words, the
current in the inductor does not concentrate on the bottom of the
metal line, but it can flow on the top and sidewall areas of the
metal line as shown in Fig. 2 [15]. By thickening the metal, the
-factor can be increased because of the reduced series resistance caused by the increased metal sidewall areas of current.
In order to verify the issue of the current flowing area, the
of the metal line at a -rising frequency
series resistance
has been calculated using the following equations in which all
the effective cross-sectional areas of current are considered [15]
(2)
(3)
(4)
where is the conductivity of copper, is the width, is the
thickness, is the skin depth, and is the correction factor
(which is 1.2) for considering the edge behavior of the metal

Fig. 2. Current distribution in the inductor to work with, which is affected by
the skin and proximity effects.

line, respectively. The calculated
in Table I, which equals to
in (4), also considered the contact resistance of each probe.
We used GSG probes made of BeCu, which has been known
to have a 0.1 contact resistance when probed on a gold pad
[16]. In spite of the fact that we used copper pads, we assumed
contact resistance of 0.1 for each pad since gold has a similar
conductivity to that of copper. For the type 1 inductor, the calculated resistance matches well (less than 10% error) with the
measured resistance showing that the current flows not only in
the bottom, but also in the top and sidewall areas.
However, at the same time, Table I shows that the calculated
does not match with the measured resistance for the type
2 inductor. For the type 2 inductor with a metal thickness of
over 10 m, it can be observed that the measured resistance is
not reduced as much as in the type 1 inductor and, hence, the
-factor is saturated as shown in Fig. 1(b). Actually, this result
is very similar to that of previous studies [6], [11].
The major difference between the type 1 and type 2 inductors
. When
is small, which
is the innermost turn diameter,
is the case for the type 2 inductor, the proximity effect becomes
significant enough to induce eddy current in the metal line, as
shown in Fig. 2 as well, consequently increasing the series resistance [17].
As the metal thickness increases from 5 to 10 m, we can see
that the increase of the effective thickness, which is calculated
from [9] and shown in Table I, has contributed dominantly to
the reduction of the series resistance for both type 1 and type 2
inductors. This is why the -factors of both type 1 and type 2
inductors have increased as the metal thickness increased from
5 to 10 m. However, at the metal thickness increase from 10
to 20 m, the effective thickness increase amount is negligible
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE INDUCTOR DIMENSIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AT 2 GHz R = Re[ 1=Y 12], t

0

1 0e

=  (1

Fig. 3. FEM-simulated Q-factor of the (a) type 1 inductor, (b) type 2 inductor, and (c) type 1 inductor with narrower space (15 m

as shown in Table I. Therefore, the resistance in this region becomes further reduced by the increase of sidewall height in the
metal line, unless the proximity effect is significant. If the proximity effect becomes significant which is the case of the type 2
inductor, current in the metal line is confined on the one side of
the conductor as shown in Fig. 2, and the resistance decrement
is smaller than that of inductor having a negligible proximity effect. Therefore, the -factor of the type 2 inductor seems to be
saturated in the region.
In order to verify the experimental results, an FEM simulation
using commercial software of HFSS was conducted. Fig. 3(a)
and (b) show the simulated result of inductor structures with the
same geometry as measured from the type 1 and 2 inductors.
The tendency of the -factor increment shown in the simulated
results is very similar to that of the measured results in both
type 1 and 2 inductors. Once we verified the tendency, we used
FEM simulation further to investigate other geometrical dependency of the -factor. Fig. 3(c) shows the result for narrowing
line space
m
m from the type 1 inductor with the
same line pitch of 35 m. Contrary to the result in Fig. 3(a), we
cannot observe a further increase of the -factor in the metal
thickness increase from 10 to 20 m. From this result, we can
deduce that the increased proximity effect due to the narrower
space suppressed -factor enhancement beyond metal thickness of 10 m. For the case of varying the number of turns (3
to 5 for the type 1 inductor and 5 to 3 for the type 2 inductor),

)

! 2  m) .

the tendency of the -factor variation was not significantly different from the original ones. Throughout the experimented and
simulated results, it can be noted that the -factor enhancement
as increasing metal thickness is dominantly determined by the
proximity effect.
IV. CONCLUSION
From the experimental analysis of the micromachined inductors with a wide range of metal thicknesses and explicitly different innermost turn diameters, it was first reported that a different mechanism governs the -factor as the metal thickness
increases, making it difficult to obtain any single optimum thickness for generic inductors. At the metal thickness range of 5 to
10 m, the increase of the effective thickness of current mostly
contributes to the -factor increase regardless of the innermost
turn diameter. From the 10 to 20 m metal thickness range,
the proximity effect becomes dominant so that the innermost
turn diameter determines whether or not the further increase of
-factor is possible. Therefore, we have achieved substantial
improvement in the -factors by increasing the metal thickness
beyond 10 m, using an inductor with large innermost turn diameter. Also, we have shown using FEM simulation that the
line space plays a role when it gets smaller by increasing the
proximity effect. These results can provide an important design
guide for the fabrication of high performance integrated inductors for RF ICs.
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